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autohotkey is a free open-source utility for microsoft windows platforms. it is designed to automate repetitive tasks, and is used to create hotkeys for custom hotstrings, system events (e.g. audio volume, cpu utilization) and keyboard macros. a wrappers for the sound devices miclog+ api. the miclog+ api makes it
possible to access miclog+ data from within a script or application. the wrapper will query the api, and then display the data retrieved from the server. a plc is a programmable logic controller. these devices are useful in a wide variety of control and automation applications in machine control, robotics, embedded
systems, plc programs are written in one of a number of high level programming languages like c/c++, assembly, verilog, matlab, vhdl, etc. a volume of plant and animal biodiversity data pertaining to all countries as listed in the iucn (the red list of threatened species). see the iucn red list of threatened species: the
iucn red list of threatened species www.iucnredlist.org . partiwatcher. networking software for windows( download v1.2) -partiwatcher is useful application that monitors the different network parameters of your computer and informs you about their values. runs as background service, with no additional window, and
offers a powerful debugging tools to show you the parameters and their current values. superior packets generators and analyzers for the l3/ip layers of the protocol stack. backtrack includes a highly configurable packet forge tool called ethereal. this release has been created for backtrack 5 releases.
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